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PART I

GENERAL INFORMATION

Observed Weather at Shot Time

Fig.

Pig.

Pig.

Pig.

Ol - Pnivetok Atoll Map

On2 = Scientific Stationa and Zero Point

On4 = RadSeafe Survey, D+ 1

On4 ~ RatSafe Survey, D+ 2
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Dew Point Temperature

Relative Humidity

Surface Wind

Visitility

GODS

2/10 cumulus; bases estimated at 1800 feet, tops 58,000 feet (moving
from southeast). 10/10 cirrostretus; bases estinated st 23,000 feet, tops
over 30,000 feet (all opaque).

WADERS

Bo abowers obdeerved.

AREAVEATHERSOURSFROMATBCRAIT

Marrow band of scattered cumulus clouds averaging 3/10 to 4/10 coverage
to the scutheast of ground sero, (Distance sot reported). ‘Tops of cumlus
at 6,000 feet. Cirrostratus overcast besed et 25,000 feet (measured) with
topes at 31,000 feet. Cirrus opaque and dense. ‘Target ares was cleer of
cumilue clouds st 0931N,

STATEOFSEA

Osean Side: Wave heights 6 feet, period 7 seconds, direction 090°.
Lagoon Side: Wave heights 1.5 feet.
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Height

|i {Pressure

Wiliibers eat.

2000 280 25.5
850 4,920 17.2
004 6,962 14.5
778 7,47 15.2
700 10,320 10.5
@o 14,48 01.8
58 15,420 ~00.5
500 19,240 05.2
496 19,423 05.5
47% 236 -07,8
438 22,638 =13,2
400 24,880 ~17.8
300 31,750 -31.5

265 34,547 -38.2

200 0,720 ~55.0

150 46,560 -.0
144 47,346 -71,0

Balloon burst.

WINDS ALOFT (0910m)

Direction Velocity Height Direction

—Desxett. kegs. JXaak. Degree.

100 17 22,000 a7
100 19 24,000 030
129 23 25,000 010
100 23 26,000 030
10 25 28,000 130
nwo 25 30,000 240
100 25 32,000 210
100 25 34,000 210
090 25 35,000 210
090 2 36,000 210
090 25 38,000 210
2100 25 40 ,000 20
100 a 42,500 ?20
060 a 45,000 230
060 19 47,500 2x

Dew Point
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Program 1 ~ Blast and Shook Measuresents Maj HK. T. Binghas

Progrens § - Aircraft Structures COR K. R, Dahl

Program 6 - Test of Service Equipment and Lt Col C. W. Bankes
Materials
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Projeo* 1.1 - Basic Blast Measurements ~ J. J, Messsros

OBJECTIVE ayy)

The objective of Project 1.1 duringBM(1000) was to observe the

aifferencea in propagation of the precursor shock over a vegetated surface

and a clear surface.

TESTRON

Five identical gage stations vere placed op each surface at distances

ranging frow 900 feet to 1600 feet from ground sero. Each station co-

sisted of one self-recording "Q" gage and two self-recorcing pressure-tine

gages. Alsc, ten experinental rediation-initiated gages vere placed at

various stations.

BESULIS .

Due to the unexpected high yield of the shot, many of the gages failed

to give significant records. In all the gages the pressure-sensitive oap-

wules had been subjected to pressures setinated at 200 to 300 percent above

their rated values, In addition, the high pressures displaced several *Q*

gage nounte and caused considerable chipping of the glass record discs.

Only one of the radiation-initiated gages pave a pressure-tise record.

A pressure-distance plot of the overpressure values obtained by the

pt gegee ie showm in Figure 1.1-1. There appears to be no significant

difference in the overpressures of the vegetated surface and the clear

surface.
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TABLE 1,1-1

Overpreseure Results
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Project 1.3 - Shook Photography - J. Petes

OBJECTIVE

To obtain blast pressure-distence information by peans of direct shock

photography.

JESTRENTATION

High speed cameras vere used to photograph the ehook directly.

BESULES

The photograpty was successful, and should eetisfy the objective for :

thia abot. Pile analysis will be mace at NOL, and the resulte vill be

eavellsble is a few veeka.
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Project 1.10 = Measurement of Blast Parameters Over Vegeteted and Cleared

Areas - C. D. Broyles

OBIECTIVE

To determine the difference in blast effects, in the precursor region,

over a vegetated area and over « cleared sandy surface.

TASTERTATION

Detailed instrumentation is apparent free Tables 1,1C-1 and 1.10-2.

Gage designations are as follows: Pirst 3 numerals are station number; Ltb

and 5th digite describe guage, {.¢., G3--ground baffle, P3—pressure-tine at

3 foot height, q3——dynamic pressure at 3} foot height; last letter denctes

Vo-vegetated or C-—cleared area.

RESULIS

dn attempt wes aade to correlate the difference in blast effecte vith

mpeasuremects of preshoeck sound speed, hovever tre instruzentation mal-

functioned and no sound speed records vere obtained. The vegetation

reduced the severity of the ;cecurecr, showing later arrival times end

emaller dynamic preasures than the cleared area. Over the vegetation the

overpressures vere the sane at the 3 foot level as at ground level wile

the cleared area showed such righer overpressures at the 3 foot level than

at the ground surface,

The data are presented in the acccepanying tables.
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TABLE 1,20-2

OVERPRESSURE RESULTS
—_—_—
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TABLE 1.10-2

DYNAYIC PRESSURE RESULTS
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Project 5.3 - In-Flight Participation of a B-O6B - R. W. Bachnen

OBJECTIVE

The " objective of this test was to measure the gust effects

of a nuclear device on a 8-668 airereft in flight.

AuSTmUNTArioN wr
Instrmmentation on the B-66B ron200) consisted of the

following: 67 atrein gages at 5 atations and 26 thermocouples at 7

 

stations on the left hand wing, 16 strain gages at ] station and 6

thermocouples at 2 stations on the right hand wing, 25 strain gages at 4

stations and 12 thermocouples at 2 statians op the left hand borisontal

stabiliser, 9 strain gages et 1 station and 2 thermocouples at 1 station

on the right hand torisontel stabiliser, 3 strain gages et 1 station and 9

thermocouples at 3 stations on the left hand elevator, 2 strein gages at 1

station and 6 thermocouples at 1 station on the right hand elevator, 24

theracecuples at 9 stations on the fuselage, 20 channels of engine

information, 3 pressure pickups on ving, 3 pressure pickups op empenage and

9 pressure pickups on the fuselage, 17 accelercaeters on the fuselage,

empenage snd nacelle, lo oslorizeters acd 2 redioneters in the tail and 3

calorimeters in the fuselage belly, wing and tail deflection cameras, 32

vasic sircraft flight inetruments on a photo recorder pane) and 8

eorrelation obannels.

POS1Ti0N

The K-5 Radar system was used to position the airoreft, At H - 1130

minutes the navigstor indicated a 5 second late position and the aircraft

was obliged to abort the mission.



— _ i”
aASLIS

Ao @ result of the abort, the aircraft was at too great a distance et

sero time to record any date vhatsocever,.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Project 5.4 + In-Flight Participation of a B-57B - let Lt £. M. Wells, Jr.

   

   

     TIVE

The objective of this teat was to measure the effects of a nuclear  

 

Getonation on an in-fligtt 8-57B aircraft weapon systes.

tt:

All oscillograph power switches loceted in the bomb bay vers in the

  
   
    

 

  off position, resulting in complete loss of data, with the exception of

eameras and “tesp tapes". This error vas a result of extremely atnorm) ¢  
and adverse conditions prior to takeoff; in that, sufficient time was rot  
   

 

available to perform the instrumentation checkout in the norm] manner.

Adequate precautions bave been taken to prevent a similar future cecurrence  

 

under any conditions.

POSITION

The B-57B vee flying at an absolute altitude of 10,000 fest on e 050°T

  
   
     

  

 

beading et sero tine,

2624 feet (aircraft traveling at 605 ft/sec ground speed). Aireraft

position at the tie of shock arrivel (H + 12.5 sec) was 11,572 feet beyond

Horisontal renge beyond ground sero at sero tise wes    

   
ground sero. Heading, altitude and speed vere the same as at sero tine.

BSUS

Sinee the recording equipment did not run, there was so deta fros this

  
   
    
  However, the   

 

test, with the excepticn of tesperature tapes end cameras.

mere fact that the aircraft was at its given position in space, relative to

 

   

 

ground sero, at sero tine and time of shock arrival (E ¢ 12.9 sec), and re-

turned with nc damage, provides positive proof of its delivery capabilities.   

  

Based on predicted response, and known position and prelisinary information

Lo roy 4 Ai et wa § ied COPY
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gum 180

om yield, it ie provable that the aircraft received 100 : %& of the linit

allowable gust input. A fairly accurate measurement of Seqpereture ean be
—\ ,

made by comparing temperature tape rearing ea th (Inea) shot with the

temperature tapes fron toeBEBEes6) shot and oma(Zmi) sbot

for which the actual temperatures are known. oy °
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@ Project 5.6 - In-Flight Participation of an F-1ClA Aircraft = Capt KH. Levin
  

 

OBJECTIVE

The objective of Project 5.6 is to determine the responses of an

  
   

 

in~flight F-101A eireraft to the theraal blast and gust effects of a nuclear    
   detonation. A correlation of the responses, combined with known character-   

istics of any veapon, will be used to define the maximum safe delivery  

 

capability of the aircraft.

ROM

Tre aircraft was instrupented with rediometers, caloriasters and

  
   
   
   

 

pressure transducers to seasure the therma) and blast inpute ead with streis

gages, tPermocouples and various othexy instruments to seasure the eircreft
»   at

responses to the inputs. Fa (Inca), the aircraft was positioned to

By

     
  

 

    receive maximm gust inputs consistent vith ainim nuclear radiation.

  

 

positioning to theoretically reosive 3.6 M, the maximum expected gust

Tespense was about 75%.

POSITION

The aircraft was to fly at 9,000 feet absolute altitude on an inbound

heading of 040° at « ground speed of 920 feet per second. It was plaaned

that the aircraft would be 5800 feet short of ground sero at sero time with

  
   
    

 

    
   
    

 

shook arrival occuring 0,3 seconds later directly over ground sero. Actual

shot position was on time and 120 feet to the right of the planned ground

 

   

 

sero position with the ehock erriving o.4 seconds later 550 feet beyond

ground sero and 200 feet to the right of the desired position at time of

      

 

shook arrival

BEST AVAILATLE Copy   
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Damage: There was no significant damage that could definitely be

attributed to effects of the shot. Some items noted were:

The lower ventral fairing plating on both engines showed sone

ebift at the fasteners and joints from aft of the engine to tre parabrake.

The plating is built to expand vith increase of engine heat so that this is

not really in the oategory of damage. It ie felt that it was an effect

since it is the opinion of the project that the weapon caused the definite

shift noted.

The stainless steel fingers co the trailing edge of the aft

engine doors vere sprung on the underside and some of the keyholes vere

cracked. Although this is not of any consequence, it is mystifying how

this happened with the gust hitting from below rather than aft. No

explanation is offered here.

There were ainor skin buckles of no consequence forward of the

fingere on the underside of the left engine. Some doubt exists as to

whether the buckles vere effects of the shot or wrether they vere present

before the flight.

The forward Hartwell fastener on the left hand starter exhaust

door was unlatched, Again, it cannot be definitely determined if the

fastener was latched prior to flight or not. It Je believed it wes and

that the overpressure caused this.

The rubberised sealer on the left wing tip was blistered by heat

but it wes not discolored. This was a new tip put om the aircraft aince

the lest participation. The tip was installed as it was received. It vas

not cleaned before installation and it was packed in greased preservative

paper, The surface ves oily during the participetion and it 1s suapected

that this caused the blistering. Similar parts on the stabilator shewed

wettets. BEST AVAILASLE COPY
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Upon landing, the pilot compleined of low speed yev. This was

attributed to the fact that the instrumentation pod under the aircraft we

extended, Similar yaw had been previously experienced with the pod dow.

(An PTF since the sission with the ped flush has proven the essumpticn

correct. )

Instrusentation: There was no epparent damage Ww the instrumentation.

All of the 50 osoillograph recorded parameters produced usable data, One

of the wing deflection cameras wes fussy until just before shook arrival

when it cleared up and produced usable deta. The photopanel casera, re-

cording 26 parameters, functioned properly but the data collected vas not

entirely satisfactory in that the fils quality was poor rendering it

difficult to read and interpret. The file apparently suffered fron

exposure to weather. «yp

Gost Data: Overpressure measured was about Gust response

was about 6& for shear and bending and about 8% for torque.

Thermal Date: Thermal response wes again considered less than

predicted, AAT of about 66° F on the unpainted and about 95° F on the

black painted honeycomb was recorded. Thies vas not primarily a thermal

shot. S

Nuclear Radiation: A reading o @ recorded on the rilot's

film badge. Based on positioning yield,BEvo predicted.

Generals The participation was righty successful from this project's

standpoint. It produced cur best gust data to date,

BEST AVAILABLE COPY 
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@ Project 5.7 - Thermal Flux and Albedo Messuresenta from A‘rereft -

Capt R. L. Dresser

QBSECTIVE

The objective of +*ie abot was to obtain thermal flux and albedo

information fram a nuclear detonation with airborne calorimeters, radio-

meters, and léam action picture cameras.

TESTRIMEITATION

Instrmentaticon vithin the purview of Project 5.7 which was installed

in the B-57 included 19 NRDOL calorimeters and 2 NRDL radiometers for

    
   

 

measuring the direct and surface reflected thermal radiation. These in-

struments possessed various fields of view and vere suitably filtered to

    
   
   
     
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  

obtain qualitative spectral distribution information. Six GSAP N-9 cazeras

were utilised to obtain photograpbic coverage of the fireball, the earth's

surface, and of clouds beneat! the aireraft. ‘Two of the caseras oriented

toward ground sero vere equipped with spectroscopic attachzente to obtain

  continuous spectre in the visible region. Of the other two tail position

cameras, one camera hed a blue filter and the other had a red filter for the

porpose of obtaining pictures at both extremes of the visible region of the

spectrums. The remaining two cameras were oriented vertically for the

purpose of obtaining photographic coverage of the eartt's surface and of

clouds beneath the siroraft.

Instrumentation installed in the B-60 consisted of the besic 21 thernal

instruments, and 12 cameras.

Tvo cameras equipped with spectroscopic attachments vere operated in

the BG&G Parry photo a A rne “BEST AVAILALE COPY
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POSITION

Due to malfunction of the k-5 system the B-6t aborted the mission, The

B-S7 ip believed to have attained its position vith a good degree of accuracy.

More detail of the aircraft position in space for eack aircraft is contained

in the post-shot reports of the following projects:

Project 5.3 - B66 Project 5.4 = B-57

BASULIS

Thermal: The preliminary value of total thermal input to the aircraft

4s normally included in the post-shot report of the appropriate project in-

dicated above, However in this event no thermal deta were obtained because

of the abort of the B-Go end because no recorders vere turned on in the 5-57,

Photographic Data: Of the 20 osmeres under the purview of Project 5.7

ell cameras were run. Of the 12 cameras on the 3-64, one camera suffered

file breakage. Of the six cameras on the B-57, a1) cazeras appeared to have

operated satisfactorily except that all cameras had about 20 feet of fila

remaining on the counters. This was cccasioned because the cameras are

connected through a time delay with the switch on the cecillograph recorders.

It is extremely wilikely that any pictures of the ptencmens were obtained.

The B-6L, because of the abort, was too far out of position to obtain

pictures, The time in relation to sero tise in wich the cameras on the 5-57

vere operated is uncertain. The two careras in tte Parry proto tover

apparently operated satisfeectorily. The film of this event has not been

developed at present, therefore the completely nerative results assvmed above

cannot be verified as yet,

File Sumery:

Busber of thmber of Wunber of Wunder of magasiznes
magesines loaded magasines run magasines for anslyais for destruction
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Project 6.1 - Accurate Location of an Electromagnetic Pulse wroee -

b. A. Lewla

OBJECTIVE

To utilise the electromagnetic signal originating from nuclear weapon

detonations to determine ground sero of detonation. Secondarily, to obtain

the yield data that is available in the bomb pulse.

PROCEDURE

Location of ground sero is made by use of an inverse Loran principle.

The exact tise the bomb pulse is received at various stations is recorded.

The exact tine difference in receipt of the electromagnetic pulse betveen

two stations vill be used to determine a hyperbolic curve which runs through

ground sero. The point of intersection of two or more curves determines

ground sero.

There are two systems. One of the systems is known as the long tase

line system and the other, the stort base line system. Each system hes tvo

pets of stations. The long base line bas one set of stations located in the

Rewailan Islands (Midway, Palmyra and Maui) with synchronising antenna

station at Haiku, Maui, and the other set of stations in the States

(Harlingen, Texas; Blytheville, Arkansss; Kinross, Michigan; and Rope,

. New York) with a synchronising antenna station ot Cape Fear, North Carolina.

The sbort base lines bave one set of stations located in the Havaiian area

(Kons, Hawaii; Papa, Hawaii; and Red Hill, Maui) the otter set in California

(Pitteburg, Woodland, and Maryville),

   

   

  
  
    

 

  
  
  
   

   
   

   

   
   

  



EESULIS

Short Base Line

Hawaii - All stations in the Kona net received and recorded the

wave form of the electromagnetic pulse emanating fram besb detonation. yin

of position error 6.5 nautionl miles. Maxims field strength

California - All stations in the Woodland net received and recorded

the wave form of the electromagnetic ;ulse emanating from bonb detonation,

Line of positioning error was § nautical miles.

Long Base Line

Hawaii - Palmyra hed equipment failure but other two stations

operated successfully. Line of position error 3400 yerda.

Stateside - All etatione in the Harlingen net operated success-

fully and recorded the wave form of the electromagnetic pulse emanating

from bomb detonation.

Griffias AFB equipment operated satisfactorily.

Tre above line of position errors mey be changed considerably by

further evaluation of the data,

BEST AVAILABLE Copy
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Project 6,3 - Effects of Atomic Explosion on the Ionosphere - M. A. Hawn

OBJECTIVE

The objective of Project 6.3 is to obtain dete on the effects of high

yield nuclear explosions on the Jonosphere. Prinaipally, to investigete

the area of sbeorption, probebly due to the high altitude radicective

particles, and to study the effect of orientation relative to the earth's

magnetic field on F2 layer effects.

SESTRIRGETATICN

The_syatemcomorizes:

Two Ionosphere recorders, type C-2, operating on pulae transmission,

installed in 6 ton trailer vans, one located at Rongerik Atoll and one

located at Euseie in the Caroline Islands.

One Ionosphere recorder, type C-3, operating on pulse trananissico,

installed in a G97 plane based at Enivetok Island.

Description:

Ionosphere recorder site (Rongerik Atoll)

ite (Kusaie)

AH/CPQ-7, type C-2 Ionosphere recorder with a power output of

10 KW peak pulse alternately tranmitting ond receiving automstically over

the range of frequencies from ] to 25 megacycles, This ecuippent measures

and records at vertical incidence the virtual height and critical

frequencies of fonised regions of the upper atmosphere.

A 600 ohm multiple wire antenna designed and erected, #0 that

that the direction of maximum intensity of rediation will be et the

= FT
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desired vertical angle ower all of the operating frequency range froa 1 to

23 pegacyeles, The transmitting and receiving antennas and the ground plane

were in mutual perpendicular planes with the plane of the trananit' ing

antenna oriented 53° to the east of magnetic north, .

site

Seme as for Rongerik and Kusaie, except that a C-3 Ionosphere

recorder was used, Thie recorder is the same as the C-2, except for a fev

modifications ap! improvements.

The traneitting antenna in the C-97 was ea single vire delta

fastene’ to the laterel extremities of the teil asseably.

OPERATIONAL

Ground stations at Rongerik ani Kusaie, using 15 secord sveep operated

op normal 24 hour schetule: 5 sveepe per hour until A-15 sinutes; thence

continuous until BH + & hours; thence rcutim .

Airborne Station C-97: Routine operation until H-15 minutes; thence

continuous using a % second sweep time until approximately H + 5 hours,

RESULTS

All stations operate’ successfully during this test. There vere no

poticeable effects on the Ionosphere from this test,

alyBEST AVAILABLE COPY
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Project 6.4 = Determination of Characteristics of Airborne Plush

Mounted Antennas and Photo Tubes for Yield Deterwinstior

at Extended Ground-to-Air Ranges - A, J, Waters

OBJECTIVES

To determine the effectiveness of flush mounted airborne antennas

and phototubes et various ground-to-air ranges in detecting characteristic

low frequency electromagnetic rafiation an! visible radiation, respectively.

To determine the temporal end amplitude characteristics of the low :

frequency electromagnetic radiation at various groumi-te-eir ranges.

To determine the temporal and intensity characteristics of visible

radiation at various ground-to-air ranges.

To determine the effecta of ambient comiitions upon the satisfactory

measurement of the paremeters specifie! in the ‘irat two items.

TESTAMENT

2 fiducial antennas 2 scope cameras
1 vhip antenna 1 sequence camera
1 aynchroniser 1 recorder
2 photohesds
2 DuMont Scopes (1 a 4ual beam, 1 a single bean)

TEGHPIQUE

Signal ie received by antenna fed through an emplifier ar then to

the scope. The signal ie then photographed, Photohead output is led directly

t the recorder, The sequence cemers photographs the blast ‘tirectly for use

in correlation of previous data, Distance was approximately (2 miles.

RESULTS

The signal ves received ant recorie’ by one fiducial antenna apd one

woe. BEST AVAILABLE COPY
Ne photohead date was obtained beceuse of a bulb failure in the recorder.
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Project 6.5 = Analysis of Electromagnetic Pulse Produced by ituclear

Explosion - C. J, Ong

OSIRCTING

The objective of Project 6.5 is to obtain waveforms of the electro-

magnetic radiation for all tre jetonations during Operation REDWING. This

data is to be used in connection with s continuing study relating the wave-

form parameters to the height and yield of the detonation,

EATATL

Two identical stations are used to record data, one at Rnivetok and one

at Kvajelein.

The instrumentation consists of s wide-band receiver with separate out—

puta connected to each of the three oscilloscopes. Y.cunted on each

oscilloscope is a Poleroid Land Cazerea for recording the transient display.

The wide-band receiver consiste of one primary and four secondary

cathode follower amplifiers. An antenna, frecuency insensitive in the

range of interest is fed directly into the primary cathode follower. The

primary cathode follower is then connected to four individual cathode

followers by a 50-ohm coaxial cable. Only trree secondary cathode followers

are utilised, the fourth serving as a apere.

The number one and two cathode followers feed oscilloscopes with sveep

‘speeds of approximately 30 aicroseconds per centimeter cnd 10 sicroseconds/

centimeter respectively. The number three cathode follower is connected to

the third osailloscope through a 2 microsecond delay line. The third

oseilleecops has a sweep speed of 1,0 sicroseconde/centimeter, Al)

cecilloscopea vere triggered aisultanecusly by the DC trigger device located

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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in tke primary cathode follower and connected directly to the receiving

antenna. The 2 sicresecon’ delay line vee added to persit the leading edge

of the waveform to be recorded.

In order to establish a definite tine relationship between the re-

ception of the signal and the triggering of a given device such as a

ecunter or trananitter, o tize parker pip, generated by the delay trigger

and from one of the oscilloscopes, is fed through the 2 sicrosecond delay

line and superiaposed on the initial portion of the received weveforn.

EROGEDORS

All ocecilloscopes ere calibrated against a known frequency standard

for eveep linearity.

The cathode follover triggering system is set to trigger approximately

6db. above the noise level. The vertioal deflectormof the oecilloscopes

are set to receive the predicted field strength.

BESOLIS

Station A - Parry Jeland

Positive results vere recorded on two of three oscilloscopes. The

predicted field strength for this abot vas and the

  

 

measured field etrength was @ wave forzs vere of

good quality and alao showen jonospteric reflection of the signal.

Station B - Kwajalein

Positive results vere recorded on two of three oscilloscopes.

File bas not been processed completely for analysis but the field strength

from preliminary examination was orroxinete)/ The

predicted value was

BEST AVAILABLE COPY conn
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@ Project 6.6 - Elecirumagnetic Attenuation Measurements - T. D. Hansconme

o
e

OBIRCTIVE

To xake electromagnetic attenuation measurements as a function of tine

at S-band (2260 MC) and 1~bend (9400 MC),

PROCADURS

Equipment used at this stot consisted of a treanamitter inetalled at

approximately 5000 feet from the tover on « line to the receiver in a tover

oo Parry. The receiver cutput was delayed 2 sicroseconds and displayed on

oscilloscopes having sweep speed of 5 microseconds per centimeter, 50 picro-

seconds per centimeter, 200 microseconds per centimeter and on a Prush

recorder (resolving tine 10 aillsecccads). Sveeps vere triggered by “blue

box® signals, One receiving antenna was aimed at tte shot tower to observe

direct electromagnetic effect. The receiver scope on this system was svept

at 5 microseconds per centineter.

BRSULIS

All equipment operated. Previously observed interference op S-band

did not basper experiment, I-bend signal dropped cut in 3 to 4 microseconds

and recovered to within 10 db of full eignal in 90 milliseconds. S-band

deta not interpreted. Shook arrived at about 400 nilliseconds.

BEST AVAILASLE COPY
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LASL PROGRAMS

KutBou
Keith Bayer
Advisory Group

Progrem 16 - Physics & Electronics & Keaction B. hb. Watt
History
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@ Project 16,3 - Electromagnetic Investigations - ®. Partridge

Project 16.3 measures the time interval betveen the primary and

secondary reactions in multi-stare devices by direct oscilloscopic re-

oording of the electromagnetic radiation in the radio frequency range.

In addition, methods of obtaining other diagnostic information from this

rediation are investigated,

Equipment vas operated to attempt to measure alpha, the rate of

rise of the nuclear reaction, Mild radio interference was experienced,

which makes it difficult to determine whether or not the radiated signal

followed alpha.

The time interval equipment was operated, using thie device for a

dry ran, One antennae vas partially incapacitated by rein water getting

into electronic equipment at its base, but tvo of three channels operated

correctly, The leak has since been corrected, ~
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v. D. Gibbins
Dep for UCRL

Progrea 21 ~ Badicobenistry R. 5. Cosokermana

Progrem 22 ~ History of the Reaction L. PF. Wouters

Program 23 - Scientific Photography bh, B, Keller
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0 Project 21.2 = Sample Collection - R, Batsel     
  

The Air Poroe Special Weapons Center eupplied five F-846 and one  

 

B57 to take samples om this device. The B-57 acting also as contro]  

 

Plane,  
          

   

    
     Airereft Time after shot Alt. Collected PFission Pilot Radiation 

 

   

 

2 -00 = 1,15 40 ~ 41,5 Cae

               
  
  

 

051 1,10 = 1,40 95-4 0,€2 x 10°5

043 1,20 = 1,30 30 - 32 1,8 x 1015

038 1,50 - 2,20 7-9 0,78 x 10°

054 1,50 ~ 2,10 +97 1.2 x 102°

502 2,15 - 2.4.0 9 - 42 1.¢€ x 1015 4
   The cloud onGE20) topped at 42,000 feet, The base ef the cloud

was obscured by clout cever, but was at least down to 26,000 feet.
    

 

The sample size was mel) but was sufficient since the device wes

 

    @ success. If the device hed been a failure more fissions vould have been

needed, The sezples vere amall due to the unexpecte! height of the cloud.

  
  

 

  
The success of thie sampling was tue to the cooperation and interest shovn

by the Air Perce personnel.    
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Project 21.3 - Short Malf-life Activities - F, Monyer

Anotber phase of Project 21,3 was engaged in finding total tritium

in the clowl, This was done in the following manner: Oarrier amounts of

heavy vater, krypton and renon vere added to the collection bottles prior

to the program, The collection system consisted of filters for particulate

BEST AVAILABLE COPY Ctate:
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a 219
matier end collection bottles mounted os the sampling planes. Gas samples

@ were collected at various altitades and tines following the detonation and
   

   

a
e

returned to Parry for separation. Krypton, xenon, water and carbon diaxide

were separated from the gas sample and molybdenum wes separated from the

filter esaple, Krypton, xenon and polytddemm vere collected to determine

flesions per collection bottle, The remaining activities, C4 ani #°

were returned to the leboratory, as barium carbonate and water for the

determination of total tritium and possibly cl4 yield,

The fission bottle date are shown in Table 21,3-1

an era
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@ Projeet 22,1 - Measurement of Alpha and Booet - L.F. Vouters

  

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

   

   
  
  
  
  
  

  

  

BASPAIMENTAL

The gemma rays produced by the sucleer reaction vere detected by

flucr-photeeel] detectors loested in a lead lined “doghouse” 3,390 feet

from the sero point. A 27 foot lead pipe served to ecllimate the game

rays onto an array of four fluores. The four fluores vere positioned in

tandem along the gamme path end vere observed by a total of three photo-

diodes end four photomultiplier units. Costinations of game sttenustors:

betveen flucrs and optiesl attenuators betveen different detector units

on the seme fluor enabled the attainment of complete coverage from the Jéth

‘ generation level to well above the peak expected ,anme signs). The detector

outputs were transmitted by ceble to recording ceciliogrephs located in

the tlockhouse where caperas provided a permanent file record of the

signals.

BESULIS

The reaction history experinent was successful in meqauring the high

explosive transit time and the reaction rate of ae(i device.

trenait »

The | explosive transit time was measured to>

ouithe X-unit pulse to the time of 50th generation lev-)

of the fission reaction. esenoT &YAILADLS SOpy

Prelininary reaction history results are indicated in Fig. 22.1-1

and 22.1-2. Pig. 22.1-1 fe a plot of the gama flux (gems mev per on*-

. 00) incident at the detector station ve time as ottained from a slope -

® amplitude fit of the individual pleces of data. Pig. 22.1-2 is an elphe

wa time curve derived from Pig, 22.1-1, Note that neither curve has . ee
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been scrrected for the distortions scatributed by the long cable runs

(about 4,000 fest) and the finite reselution time of the syeten. Thess

corrections will not change the early alpha but vill tend to peek the

boost eignal.
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Fig. 22.i-1 = Inca Reaction History
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@ Pig, 22,.1+2 ~ Alpha vs Time (Inca)
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Project 22,3 - $-Unit Monitoring - C. E. Ingersoll

£E, C, Wootvard

The technique used for monitoring the S-unit consieted of telemetering

signals from signal sources in the immeiiate neighborhood of the (ince)

device by high frequency radio’requency methois to a receiving an recording

station located on Parry. The signale were then recorde! on oscillographs.

fhe signal sources vere the load rire pulse of the X-unit end the output

of « fluer - photomultiplier *etector near ‘he S-unit wh’ch measured both the”

S-anit output end the -amma rays from the ruclear reac’ icon.

The cecillograph displays consisted of s raster scope tisplay conteining

all sigpale ard « linear sveep displey om s 517 cecillograph which showed

greater tetail of the load ring pulse signal ar! the S-unit sirnal.

The results of the measurement are as follows:

Time “rom beginning of X-unit loed ring pulse to beginning of first

soitpoles
Yield of first S-unit‘i

Time ‘rom beginning of X-unit loet ring pulse ‘to beginning of

secon? Sumit pulse =

Tield of second S-units =

Tine from beginning of X-unit lout ring pulse to berinning of

third Suuntt pulse=
Yield of third S-unit

Time “rom becinning of X-unit load ring pulse to beginning of

game pulse brenkawev *'

ye =

Bessy AY&ILASLE COPY
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Project 23,1 - Firetell and Bhangneter - H. Crier

D. J. Barnes

DOBRA

Preliminary yields based on three fireball files, one esch from Parry,

Meck, and Piireai, ere:

s
Mack @

Piireai 4 oe

The preliminary firetell yield is DELETED
 

MAGI

Two Bhanguweters at the control point gave tine to minimus as

approxinetelynas a resultant yield7
\) »
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Program 31 - Miorebarograph R, Heppelwhite
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Project 31.1 = Miarebarogreph ~ W, A. Oustafsen

The purpese of this preject was to measure winds in esone layer

ef the atmosphere. This wee accompliahed by measuring at several sites

the arrival tines of the shook wave reflected fram the osene layer.

Five aites were operated: Ujelang, Wctho, Rongerik, Bikini, end Bni-

wetek, At each site two stations were operated about one ile apart.

The difference in arriva) times gives the angle of ineidence ef the .

shook ond information from several stations any be combined to give

the winds. 3)

trwca) geod shot records were obtained from all stations

except Rengerik, wrich had kigh ambient wind noise. ‘The satisfactery

Bikini recerd will allow osonesphere resalution but no temperature and

wind vectors are yet available,
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